Infrastructure Monitoring Services (IMS) Platform
Cloud-Based Infrastructure Monitoring Solutions

When data is critical to your business, your analytics platform needs to be secure, controllable,
scalable, and reliable. Our IMS Cloud platform offers robust capabilities that integrate
with your sensors and systems and can provide remote sensing to enhance asset management.
From compliance and security to management and
monitoring, our innovative technology powers analytics
that can help improve the bottom line across your
organization. Key features of IMS:
• Wide compatibility — easily integrates across multiple
sensor and data types, reducing implementation time
and cost
• Near real-time, continuous data — the platform
wirelessly and securely collects, stores, and transfers
data to the cloud for data storage and visualization,
facilitating proactive, informed, risk-based
decision-making
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• Device agnostic — your staff has the flexibility to access
data 24/7 via a web browser, iOS or Android app.
• Customizable — set preferences for automated alerts,
computations, reports, and data visualizations
• API Integration — access your data via API for custom
applications and analysis
• Satellite-based remote sensing — dynamically monitor
your entire asset or structures with millimeter accuracy
for historical and ongoing movement trends
• Enhance personnel safety by reducing the need to
access devices and loggers in remote locations

Support for Every Market with a Wide Range of Sensors and Data Types
Geotechnical

Inclinometer, load cell,
piezometer, seismic,
extensometer, etc.

Structural

Strain gauge, tilt,
accelerometer, crack
meter, vibration, etc.

Environmental

Water quality,
pH, conductivity,
precipitation, etc.

Process

Pressure, flow, fluid
level, turbidity,
concentration,
temperature, etc.

Spatial

GPS, Automated
Total Stations, Satellite
InSAR, etc.

Delivering Analytics When and Where They Matter Most
To create value today — and to secure a competitive
advantage for the future — owners, operators, and
engineers must drive operational excellence across their
business. They must also deliver high levels of capital and
resource efficiency while maintaining safety awareness.
Schnabel has partnered with sensemetrics and EO59 to

deliver cutting-edge technology. Our joint solution
leverages sensors and remote sensing technologies for
proactive risk management and informed decision-making.
The result is a reduction in infrastructure maintenance cost,
improved asset utilization, higher operational efficiency,
and increased safety for our clients and their communities.

Easily connect new or existing sensor(s) into any
sensemetrics edge device. Wirelessly and securely
collect, store, transfer, and visualize data in the cloud.

EO59 designs space-based deformation
monitoring systems paired with the world’s most
powerful satellite radar platforms.

Create a cloud account to remotely manage your senssors, visualize data, and receive alerts.
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A Scalable Platform That Meets Your Instrumentation Data Management Needs
Our platform is easily scalable and compatible with a
variety of manufactured sensors. It supports a wide range
of industry standard device types — including spatial,
environmental, structural, geotechnical, and process. The
integration of multiple sensor types under one platform
has historically been a complex problem for asset owners.

We provide the platform that consolidates sensor
technologies, empowering owners to migrate legacy
systems, consolidate instrumentation across departments,
and implement new technologies. This makes your data
readily available when and where it’s needed.

“ I just want to recognize the excellent work to
install and maintain IMS for our dams. This
system was our only way to monitor the dams’
water level during Hurricane Ida. The trigger
system worked as described and assisted us in
alerting the counties to conduct evacuations
in a timely matter.”

Dam Owner

Analytics does not end with a graph of your data. With 65 years of engineering experience and
advanced analytical tools, Schnabel has what it takes to understand and interpret complex data.
IMS and our engineers can provide an intuitive and efficient platform to protect or manage the
lifecycle of your assets.
Ready to learn more about what IMS can do for you? Please contact one of our representatives
for more information:
> Johanna Mikitka Simon, PE: jsimon@schnabel-eng.com / 610.696.6066
> Allen Cadden, PE, D.GE: acadden@schnabel-eng.com / 610.696.6066
> Robert Cannon, PG: rcannon@schnabel-eng.com / 336.274.9456
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